FALL 2019 FINAL REVIEW SCHEDULE

Monday, November 18

Morning_ 9:00 – 12:00

First Year Arch + Interior Arch: Felicia Dean
103A_east
CRITICS: Marleen Davis, Kyle Schumann, Grayson Word

First Year Arch + Interior Arch: David Fox
103A_west
CRITICS: James Rose, Kathy Wheeler, Rachel Smith

First Year Arch + Interior Arch: Karl Heckman
103B
CRITICS: Pia Sarpaneva, Avigail Sachs, Cameron Davis

First Year Arch + Interior Arch: Hochung Kim
Sculpture tray
CRITICS: Katherine Ambroziak, Micah Rutenberg, Tyler Trent

First Year Arch + Interior Arch: Katie MacDonald
Atrium
CRITICS: Mieko Watanabe, David Matthews, Arden Gillchrest

Afternoon 2:00 – 6:00

Option Studio_ Option Studio_ David Fox
103A East
CRITICS: Roger Hubeli, Sheena Felece Spearman, Maged Guerguis,
Scott Wall, Katie MacDonald

Option Studio_ Option Studio_ Ted Shelton
Atrium
CRITICS: Terry Boling, Katherine Ambroziak, TK Davis, Kyle Schumann, Tricia Stuth

Option Studio_ ARCH 571 + Option Studio_ James Rose
103B
CRITICS: Pia Sarpaneva, Mieko Watanabe, Hansjoerg Goeritz, Marshall Prado, Avigail Sachs
FALL 2019 FINAL REVIEW SCHEDULE

Tuesday, November 19

Morning_ 9:00 – 1:00

Second Year Arch: Kathy Wheeler
103B
CRITICS: Sheena Felece Spearman, Tracy Moir-McClean, Scott Wall

Second Year Arch: Micah Rutenberg
103A_east
CRITICS: Terry Boling, Jennifer Akerman, Brian Ambroziak

Second Year Arch: Maged Guerguis
103A_west
CRITICS: Pia Sarpaneva, Karl Heckman, Mark Stanley

Option Studio: Katie MacDonald + Kyle Schumann
Atrium
CRITICS: Roger Hubeli, Mieko Watanabe, Ted Shelton, Mike Stone, Tricia Stuth

Afternoon 2:00 – 6:00

Second Year Arch: Brian Ambroziak
103A_east
CRITICS: Mieko Watanabe, Marshall Prado, Micah Rutenberg

Second Year Arch: Karl Heckman
103A_west
CRITICS: Sheena Felece Spearman, Maged Guerguis, Kevin Stevens

Second Year Arch: Scott Wall
103B
CRITICS: Pia Sarpaneva, Mike Stone, Kathy Wheeler

Option Studio: Katie MacDonald + Kyle Schumann
Atrium
CRITICS: Roger Hubeli, Terry Boling, Jennifer Akerman, James Rose, Mark Stanley
FALL 2019 FINAL REVIEW SCHEDULE

Wednesday, November 20

Morning_ 9:00 to 12:00

First Year Arch + Interior Arch: David Matthews
103A_west
CRITICS: Sheena Felece Spearman, David Fox, Jungyeon Park

First Year Arch + Interior Arch: James Rose
103B
CRITICS: Katie MacDonald, Mark Stanley, Spencer Lowe

First Year Arch + Interior Arch: Micah Rutenberg
Sculpture Tray
CRITICS: Felicia Dean, Gregor Kalas, Blair Brickmann

First Year Arch + Interior Arch: Kyle Schuman
Atrium
CRITICS: Rana Abudayyeh, Karl Heckman, Linden Claytor
FALL 2019 FINAL REVIEW SCHEDULE

Thursday, November 21

Morning_ 9:00 – 1:00

Fourth Year Arch: Kevin Stevens
Atrium

CRITICS: Matt Hall, Mieko Watanabe, Katherine Ambroziak, Hansjoerg Goeritz
and Chattanooga Guests

Arch 541: Mark Stanley
103B

CRITICS: Jacqueline Shaw Clark, Keith Peiffer, Jennifer Akerman, Brian Ambroziak,
David Fox, Micah Rutenberg

Afternoon 2:00 – 6:00

Fourth Year Arch: Hansjoerg Goeritz
Atrium

CRITICS: Matt Hall, Mieko Watanabe, Katherine Ambroziak, George Dodds

Fourth Year Arch: Mark DeKay
103B

CRITICS: Richard Foster, Keith Peiffer, Kevin Stevens, Marleen Davis, David Fox,
Maged Guerguis, Tracy Moir-McClean
FALL 2019 FINAL REVIEW SCHEDULE

Friday, November 22

Morning_ 9:00 – 1:00

Third Year Arch: Marshall Prado
103B
CRITICS: Keith Peiffer, Mieko Watanabe, Marleen Davis, Kevin Stevens

Third Year Arch: Tracy Moir-McClean
Sculpture Tray
CRITICS: Jesse Frasier, Matt Hall, TK Davis, Katie MacDonald

Third Year Arch: Jennifer Akerman
Atrium
CRITICS: Joseph Cole, Jacqueline Shaw Clark, Tricia Stuth, James Rose

Afternoon 2:00 – 6:00

Third Year Arch: TK Davis
103B
CRITICS: Jesse Frasier, Mieko Watanabe, Brian Ambroziak, Tracy Moir-McClean

Third Year Arch: Marleen Davis
Sculpture Tray
CRITICS: Jacqueline Shaw Clark, Matt Hall, Mark DeKay, Marshall Prado

Third Year Arch: Tricia Stuth
Atrium
CRITICS: Joseph Cole, Keith Peiffer, Jennifer Akerman, Ted Shelton